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Total hadronic photoabsorption cross section on nuclei in the nucleon resonance region
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The total photoabsorption cross section for7Li, C, Al, Cu, Sn, Pb has been measured in the energy range
300–1200 MeV at Frascati with the jet-target tagged photon beam. A 4p NaI crystal detector and a lead-glass
shower counter were used, respectively, to measure hadronic events and to reject the electromagnetic back-
ground. Data above 600 MeV clearly indicate a broadening of higher nucleon resonance peaks in nuclei and a
reduction of the absolute value of the cross section per nucleon with respect to the free-nucleon case. This large
broadening suggests a strong influence of the nuclear medium in the resonance propagation and interaction,
while the systematic reduction of the measured cross sections might be due to a depletion of the resonance
excitation strength and to the onset of the shadowing effect around 1 GeV. Moreover, our systematic study
indicates that also theD-resonance excitation parameters are not the same for all nuclei, being its mass and
width increasing with the nuclear density.@S0556-2813~96!00710-8#

PACS number~s!: 25.20.Dc, 13.60.Hb, 14.20.Gk, 24.30.Gd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The total photonuclear absorption cross section has b
measured over broad mass number and photon ene
ranges, yielding information on the influence of the nucle
medium on the intrinsic properties of nucleons in nuclei,
well as on the hadronic nature of the photon@1#.

Between 140 and 500 MeV, the total cross section p
nucleon clearly exhibits the presence of theP33(1232) reso-
nance~D resonance! in nuclei. This is not a trivial statemen
considering the composite structures of the nucleon and
D resonance in terms of quarks and gluons: in general w
such extended systems may overlap, their excitation spe
change as compared to the ones for isolated objects.

Previous data for various nuclei show that the shape a
the strength of the resonances are nearly constant within
systematic errors of different experiments~which were typi-
cally of about 8–10 %!, thus indicating an incoheren
volume-photoabsorption mechanism. The average respo
of bound nucleons differs from that for the free nucleo
mainly because of the Fermi motion, the Pauli blocking, a
the propagation and interaction of theD resonance in the
nucleus. The process has been generally treated in the fra
work of D-hole models@2# where the total strength of the
interaction is conserved. Moreover, it is worth mentionin
that none of the experiments performed a systematic stud
the process because each of them was only able to pro
reliable data over a limited range of mass number. Th
differently from the pion-absorption experiments@3#, in the
study of the photon absorption no accurate experimental
formation was available on the possible influence of nucle
medium parameters like the size of the nucleus or the nuc
density on the first nucleon resonance excitation.

Until few years ago, much less information was availab
on the photoexcitation in nuclei of the higher mass nucle
resonances~N* resonances!: sparse data were collected a
Yerevan with large acceptance over the actual photon ene
5456-2813/96/54~4!/1688~12!/$10.00
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and with fluctuations well above the experimental erro
@4,5#. Recently, the total nuclear photoabsorption cros
section measurements carried out at Frascati with 200–12
MeV tagged photons on238U @6#, Be and C@7,8# have shown
that in these nuclei the excitation peaks of theD13(1520) and
F15(1680) resonances disappear, differently from the case
hydrogen@9# and deuteron@10#, and that above 600 MeV
there is a reduction of the absolute values of the cross sect
per nucleon with respect to those obtained from the deuter
data. On the contrary, theD-resonance peak is only slightly
distorted in the nuclei, in agreement with the data availab
in the literature@1#. These experimental findings have bee
confirmed by the contemporary data on the photofissio
cross section of238U @11# and 235U @12# obtained at Mainz
up to 800 MeV.

This paper reports upon the complete analysis of the ph
toabsorption data obtained at Frascati on7Li, C, Al, Cu, Sn,
Pb, using a tagged photon beam and the photohadro
method. In previous papers we published the preliminary a
low statistic data obtained on C and CD2 @8# and the average
nuclear behavior@13# of the total photoabsorption cross
section.

II. THEORY

A. D-resonance region

The dominant feature of photon interaction above thep
threshold~140,k,500 MeV, beingk the energy of the pho-
ton! is the D-resonance excitation. Consequently photon
induced nuclear reactions in this energy region depend
rectly upon the dynamics ofD-resonance propagation
through the nucleus. Pion-absorption and -scattering expe
ments suggested that this mechanism can be treated in
framework of aD-hole model in which theD resonance is
generated as a quasiparticle, propagates in the nucleus
interacts with nucleons through an empirical comple
nuclear potential composed by central and spin-orbit term
1688 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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54 1689TOTAL HADRONIC PHOTOABSORPTION CROSS . . .
The former term is proportional to the nuclear density and
real part is responsible for the mass shift of theD resonance,
while its imaginary part is responsible for the broadening
the D-resonance peak. The parameters of this complex
tential are generally derived from the pion-nucleus elast
scattering amplitude and have also been successfully use
the photon absorption and Compton scattering processes@2#.
Differently from the pion, the photon penetrates freely in
the nuclear volume, so that the cross section is expecte
be roughly proportional to the mass numberA.

Recently Carrasco and Oset@14# developed a microscopi-
cal model with a systematic many-body expansion in t
number ofD-hole excitations and with the inclusion of Pau
blocking, Fermi motion, and nonresonant absorption ch
nels: in Fig. 1 we compare the results of their calculation
the free nucleon, carbon, and lead. As it is seen the reduc
and the shift of the peak and the increasing of the width
larger for the heavier nuclei.

B. N* -resonance region

The recent Frascati and Mainz photoabsorption data
nuclei above theD-resonance region~k.500 MeV! have
triggered different theoretical attempts to describe the hig
nucleonN* -resonance behavior and justify why the eleme
tary photonucleon absorption process is so widely modifi
inside the nuclei. Due to the large number of absorpti
channels and to the different dynamics and decay channe
N* resonances, only simplified and very schematic mod
have been developed.

Kondratyuket al. @15# tried to reproduce the experimenta
photofission cross section on238U @6# by using a simple
phenomenological model where the produced resona
propagates inside the nucleus until it interacts with the s
rounding nucleons. Due to these collisions, the mass and
width of the resonance increase in the nuclear matter.
order to reproduce the experimental data the authors foun
necessary to use a higher collision cross section for theN*
resonances in the nuclei, producing a larger broadening
theD13 andF15 resonances with respect to theD resonance.
Alberico et al. @16# found similar results by employing a
simple resonance-hole model and assuming that the nuc
medium strongly increases the width of all resonances ab

FIG. 1. Microscopical calculation forsA/A in the framework of
aD-hole model: the dashed, solid, and dotted lines are the resul
12C, 208Pb, and the impulse approximation, respectively@14#.
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theD resonance. In both approaches the strength of the e
citation ofD andN* resonances is conserved but spread o
over a wide energy range. These two models were able
reproduce our previous photofission cross-section data
238U, which can be assumed to be almost equal to the to
cross-section ones.

Other approaches assumed that the excitation of no
spherical resonances~like the D13 and F15 resonances! are
affected by the presence of surrounding nucleons, contrary
the case of theD resonance which is a simple internal spin
flip excitation of the nucleon. Using a nonrelativistic quar
model with an oscillator potential that accounts for the qua
exchange between the overlapping nucleons, Gianniniet al.
@17# have predicted a non-negligible depletion of the excita
tion strength of the higher mass resonances inside the nu
~specifically an 11% of depletion forD13 resonance and 23%
for theF15 resonance!, when infranucleon distance is about 1
fm. On the contrary, Akulinichevet al. @18#, employing a
similar nonrelativistic quark model and short-range repulsio
to analyze the suppression mechanism for theD13-resonance
excitation due to the overlap of nucleons, concluded that th
effect should be negligible.

C. Shadowing region

At energies above the nucleon resonance region~k.2
GeV! the absorption of photons in nuclear matter has be
generally considered on the vector-meson dominan
~VMD ! assumption, in which the photon first converts itse
into a vector mesonV and then interacts with hadronic mat-
ter. The shadowing effect arises when a photon of energyk
fluctuates into a vector meson of massmV and propagates for
a lengthl V52k/mV

2 close to the nuclear dimension so tha
there is a non-negligible probability that its interaction i
hadroniclike. Earliest simple VMD models@19,20# consid-
ered the photon as a superposition of a bare photon and
low-lying vector mesonsV5r,v,f and were able to repro-
duce the photonuclear absorption cross-section behavior
the few GeV domain: they predicted a 10–20 % shadowin
effect around 2–3 GeV. More sophisticated models~gener-
alized vector dominance! @21,22# included higher mass vec-
tor mesons and nondiagonal terms in order to better expla
higher-energy photoabsorption data and virtual photon a
sorption in deep-inelastic electron scattering. Recently Pill
et al. @23# assumed, for the intermediate hadronic state, t
mass spectral function related to the cross section of t
e1e2→hadronsprocesses, which includes at low energy th
p1p2 nonresonant production and the low-energy tail of th
broadr meson peak. These low-mass hadronic compone
could lower the energy threshold for shadowing which the
results significant at energy as low as 1 GeV, i.e., in th
nucleon resonance region.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that about 20 years ago
Weise provided a sum rule which, employing a dispersio
relation approach to reconcile the data for the enhancem
factor value observed in the photoabsorption below 14
MeV and the shadowing effect observed above 2 GeV, su
gested a strong nuclear medium effect in the whole res
nance region@24#.

In order to disentangle from these and other possible e
planations, one needs an accurate knowledge of the abso

t for
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value of the photoabsorption cross section in the nucle
resonance region, over a broad range of mass numbers.

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were carried out at Frascati using
jet-target tagged photon beam@25#. Details of the facility are
described elsewhere@8,26#.

The total photoabsorption cross section on nuclei w
measured using the photohadronic technique. This techn
provided a direct and absolute determination of the photo
sorption cross section by measuring the production rate
hadronic events, and rejecting the preponderant electrom
netic events mainly by an angular separation. In fact, wh
the hadronic events are more largely distributed in angle,
electromagnetic event distribution is strongly peaked in t
forward direction and therefore can be suppressed by usin
high efficiency electromagnetic shower detector as a v
counter.

A. Detectors

As a hadron detector~HD! we used a cylindrical NaI crys-
tal annulus~32 cm long, 15 cm thick, and 5 cm of interna
diameter! made of three sectors surrounding the target.

With the target set in the center of the detector, the an
lar coverage was 9°,u,171° for the polar angle and almos
2p for the azimuthal one~which correspond to more than
98% of total coverage in the laboratory system!. Light-
emitting diodes installed on each crystal allowed to moni
regularly the gain stability. The HD provided a good me
surement of the final-state total energies for the hadro
events, which were remarkably higher than those for
electromagnetic events in the solid angle defined by the
detector.

The shower detector~SD! set about 70 cm downstream
the target, consisted of a dense SF6 lead-glass cylinder
cm long and 12 cm in diameter. The large detector thickn
~19 radiation lengths! provided an efficiency equal to one fo
detecting electromagnetic showers; moreover, its good
ergy resolution (s/E) ~better than 5% for 1.2-GeV photons!
made it possible to set the threshold appropriately and saf
The stability of the SD response was periodically checked
monitoring in coincidence the peak positions of four taggi
channels. A lead collimator, 20 cm long and 8 cm diamet
was placed between the HD and the SD for defining a ma
mum polar angle of 4.2° for electromagnetic events at
target center. Moreover the Cerenkov light emission proc
in the SD provided a good rejection of the low-energy ha
rons which might reach the SD.

B. Targets

We used solid targets in the form of circular disks, 3 c
in diameter and thickness about 0.1X0 for C, Al, Cu, Sn, and
Pb and 0.025X0 for Li, X0 being the radiation length~the
actual thicknesses are given in Table I!. The targets were
individually mounted on frames and moved into and off
the photon beam. Due to the finite thickness,T, of the target
the effective photon beam was partially attenuated by el
tromagnetic interaction: specifically the average phot
transmission before the hadronic interaction was
on
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, ~1!

wherem is the photon attenuation coefficient. The calculate
values of the average photon transmission for this expe
ment ranged from 99.1% for Li to 96.5% for heavier nuclea
targets. Additional runs with different thicknesses~0.025X0
and 0.05X0! did not show any additional thickness effect.

In order to reduce possible effects due to changes
stored electron beam, data for all the targets were collect
for each fill of the machine and the electrons were alwa
reinjected into the storage ring only after the completion o
one or more measurement cycles. Empty-target measu
ments were regularly interspersed inside a complete cycle
solid-target runs and then subtracted. The empty-target yie
was roughly equivalent to;0.8 g cm22 of carbon, which
amount to about 20% of the total event yield. This back
ground could be mainly ascribed to the interactions on th
windows, on the air along the beam path before the targ
and on the target frame. The number of collected events a
the off-line corrections for the different energies are given
Table I.

C. Electronics

The signals from the 16 tagging channels in coinciden
with the SD, were recorded on scalers providing the photo
beam fluxNg(k). The hadronic eventsNH(k) were signed by
the coincidence between the tagging and the HD signa
vetoed by the SD signal above a threshold fixed for ea
energy. They were also counted with an additional scale
The random coincidences on both coincidences due to
electron beam time structure were on-line measured and s
tracted. After this subtraction we obtained the yieldY(k),
derived from the scaler counts as follows:

Y~k!5
ANH~k!

NArxNg~k!
, ~2!

whereA is the mass number,NA is the Avogadro number,rx
is the target thickness.

D. Measurement

We covered the photon energy range from 300 to 120
MeV with four different electron beam energiesE051500
MeV, E051200 MeV,E05850 MeV,E05730 MeV, which

TABLE I. Targets, thicknesses, number of collected events~#!
~3103!, and overall average correctionsd for each target and elec-
tron beam energyE0 ~GeV!.

Target
Thickness
~g/cm2!

E050.73 E050.85 E051.2 E051.5

# d # d # d # d

Li 1.99660.029 13 10% 18 6%
C 3.45260.014 25 11% 20 10% 18 7% 19 7%
Al 2.40860.009 15 12% 12 11% 13 7% 13 7%
Cu 1.27260.009 10 13% 9 11% 13 8% 11 7%
Sn 0.89260.007 9 13% 12 11% 11 8% 10 7%
Pb 0.65860.023 8 10% 10 11% 7 8% 17 8%
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ensured large overlapping regions of photon energy. R
ning conditions, such as HD and SD discriminator thres
olds, were adjusted to optimize the efficiency of hadron d
tection and of the electromagnetic suppression for
different beam energies. The random to true coincidence
tio was maintained;10% by keeping the tagged photo
beam at a constant rate of;104 photons/s. Moreover we
checked the random coincidence subtraction procedure
deriving the yield at very different photon intensities: n
additional rate effect was found when changing the intens
of tagged and untagged photons up to a factor of 5.

IV. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The yields were very close to the absolute values of
total cross section. In fact, small off-line corrections we
needed to account for~i! the loss of hadronic events emitte
in the forward hole of the HD or with energy below the HD
threshold,~ii ! the HD contamination due to electromagnet
events which give signals above the HD threshold and
not vetoed by the SD, and~iii ! the loss of hadronic events
due to pulse heights above the SD threshold simulating e
events.

In order to properly calculate these corrections, particu
care was devoted to study the apparatus response functi

Photoproduction of hadronic events on the target, w
simulated by using a Monte Carlo program based on
cascade-evaporative model@27#. This code describes the
photon interaction with nucleons through the quasideute
process and the one-pion and two-pion production proces
in resonant and nonresonant states and thus can be appli
the photoabsorption of up to 1.2 GeV photons. Hadrons p
toproduced and residual nucleus excitation are the outpu
the cascade stage of the photonuclear interaction; suc
sively the excited residual nucleus emits low-energy eva
ration nucleons or light nuclei.

The response function of the hadron detector to the g
erated hadronic events was studied with aGEANT-3 code
modified to correctly take into account the hadronic cro
section in NaI for protons, neutrons, and charged pions. T
code was implemented with the inclusion of the energ
range tables in NaI for protons and pions at energies belo
GeV @28#. Figure 2 shows the simulated HD response fun
tions to the hadrons photoproduced on C by 600–1200 M
photons. The spectrum shows a broad peak at;200 MeV,
which is due to hadronic events with at least one pion in t
final state, while the structure around 80 MeV is due to t
small fraction of events with no pion in the final state. Als
shown in the figure is the measured spectrum which res
in good agreement with the hadronic simulation above
threshold. Under the threshold the measured spectrum
higher because it also included electromagnetic events.

We also simulated the electromagnetic processes wit
modified version of theGEANT-3.13code which correctly ac-
counts for the measured angular distribution of pair produ
tion in the energy range of interest both in nuclear a
atomic fields. Moreover, we also implemented theGEANT-

3.13code with the Cerenkov photon emission, the attenuat
in the lead glass of the Cerenkov light, and the spectral
sponse of the photomultiplier tube~PMT!.

Monte Carlo corrections for the finite angular acceptan
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of the HD and for the possible contamination due to th
electromagnetic events not vetoed by the SD, were expe
mentally tested by varying the HD solid angle; this was pe
formed by moving upstream and downstream the targets
side the HD. Figure 3 shows the average yields measured
two beam energies~E051.5 GeV andE050.85 GeV! for
different tin-target positions, as a function of the uncovere
forward solid angle.2pu2, which corresponds to the for-
ward hole of the HD. The arrow indicates the missing soli
angle for the target at the center of the HD, that correspon
to the standard position used for the cross-section measu
ments. The Monte Carlo predictions have been parametriz
by a function of the forma2bu21(c/u2), wherea is the
total hadronic cross section for an ideal 4p hadron detector,
2bu2 represents the loss of hadronic events in the forwa
hole of the HD, and1c/u2 represents the contamination o
electromagnetic events due to thee1e2 pairs produced in
the target. As shown, the latter becomes relevant only wh
the target is moved very upstream to positions which corr
spond to very smallu2 values and the HD solid-angle cover-
age approaches 4p. The values deduced from this measure
ment for both these corrections well agree with th
predictions of the Monte Carlo calculations.

The rejection efficiency due to the angular acceptance
the SD was also evaluated by changing the radius of t
collimator placed in front of it and compared with the Monte
Carlo prediction. Figure 4 shows the average yields from
tin-target measured at two electron beam energies~E051.5
GeV andE050.85 GeV! as a function of the forward solid
angle.2pu s

2 covered by the SD. The arrow indicates th
standard solid angle for the cross-section measurements.
two curves, that represent the Monte Carlo predictions, ha
been parametrized asd1e/u s

2 and well agree with the ex-
perimental points. As it is shown, the hadronic cross secti
d is constant in a wide range of forward angles thus indica
ing that the electromagnetic events were adequately a
safely suppressed by the veto counter. The increase of
yields predicted for small angles~e/u s

2 term! is ascribed to
the low-energy showers generated inside the collimato
which produce a signal below the SD veto threshold.

FIG. 2. Comparison between the simulated~open squares! and
measured~solid circles! response functions of the hadron detecto
to 600–1200 MeV photons on carbon target. The arrow indicat
the threshold setting.
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The good agreement between the Monte Carlo predictio
and the experimental results confirms a high reliability of th
calculated corrections for both the hadronic and electroma
netic events. Table I lists the average values of the Mon
Carlo corrections with respect to the yields, for the differe
energies and for all the studied nuclei.

In Fig. 5 the comparison between the yield and cross s
tion is shown for the aluminum target, together with the tot
software corrections: the latter decrease from about 15
about 5 % while the energy increases.

In Table II are given the total cross-section values no
malized to the mass numberA for the six studied nuclei
together with the statistical errors. Also given are th
weighted averages of data points which can be considered
the cross sections on an ‘‘average nucleus’’ withZ/A
50.465, N/A50.535, densityr50.101 nucleons/fm3 and
Fermi momentumpF5232 MeV/c, i.e., an ‘‘aluminumlike’’
nucleus. The plots of these data are shown in Fig. 6 w
statistical errors only, while systematics errors are rep
sented by the bands in the bottom.

Good overlaps were observed between the data collec
at different energy sets, and this evidenced the good con
of the systematic errors. These were essentially due to unc
tainties in the photon beam flux~.2%!, the target thickness
~;0.5–1.5 %! and mainly the calibration and threshold effi
ciency of both the shower and hadron detectors~above 600
MeV this contribution is constant with energy and increas
from .2% to.6.5% with the target mass numberA, while,
in theD-resonance region, where it depends both on ene
andA, it varies from.4.5% to.7.5%!. In conclusion, the
total systematic errors increase withA from .3% to.7% in
theD13- andF15-resonance regions and vary from.5% to
.8% in theD-resonance region.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Total photonuclear cross sections can be considered a
convolution of resonant and nonresonant production p
cesses on individual nucleons smeared by nuclear med
effects. To extract informations on the latter ones, w
adopted the phenomenological procedure previously used

FIG. 3. The average yields measured on the tin target for tw
electron beam energies with different solid-angle coverage of
HD. Open and solid circles refer toE05850 MeV andE051500
MeV measurements, respectively. The dashed and the solid li
are the relevant MC predictions. The arrow indicates the solid an
loss relevant to the measurement position.
ns
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some of us@15#: we first determined the resonance masse
widths and excitation strengths by fitting the proton and ne
tron data, then we fitted the nuclear data using the sam
analytical expression with some free parameters. With r
spect to the previous procedure we adopted the followin
improvements: we used a better Breit-Wigner parametriz
tion of the resonances, a more accurate determination of n
tron cross-section values from the deuteron data, a differe
nonresonant pionic background parametrization, and mo
precise nuclear densities. Moreover we also considered
contribution of quasideuteron background, of nuclear effec
~like resonance mass shifts and suppression!, and of the
shadowing effect.

A. Free-nucleon parametrization

In order to determine the resonance massesWr , widths
G r , and strengthsI r , we fitted the proton data available in
the literature@9,29# to a sum of six Breit-Wigner resonances
plus a smooth background. The six resonances parametri
in the fit can be identified as theP33(1232) ~D resonance!,
P11(1440), D13(1520), S11(1535), F15(1680), and
F37(1950), which give the main contribution to the totalgN
cross section. We expressed the Breit-Wigner resonances
the form given by Walker@30# which is correct at least for
the one-pion-decay channel:

o
the

nes
gle

FIG. 4. Same of Fig. 3 but with different solid angle coverage o
the SD. The arrow indicates the solid angle relevant to the measu
ment position.

FIG. 5. Aluminum yields~open circles! and cross sections~solid
circles!, on the left scale. The amount of the total correction due
hadronic losses and electromagnetic contamination~solid line!, on
the right scale.
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TABLE II. Total cross-section values normalized to the mass numberA for the studied nuclei. Also
indicated are the statistical errors. The average is computed weighting each nucleus cross-section datu
its statistical error.

k
~GeV!

7Li
~mb/A!

C
~mb/A!

Al
~mb/A!

Cu
~mb/A!

Sn
~mb/A!

Pb
~mb/A!

Average
~mb/A!

0.301 420610 397613 375616 398619 387621 401.566.5
0.317 43067 41269 430612 419614 381615 419.564.6
0.343 440615 43266 41668 403610 417611 415612 421.263.6
0.369 389610 40666 41468 413613 413610 410612 407.163.6
0.389 351612 39366 37668 37668 399611 389610 383.663.4
0.408 324613 36267 35369 358612 378613 329614 354.764.1
0.439 28269 32466 32367 31769 328610 337615 317.863.3
0.465 257613 28765 28867 29469 322610 319612 292.063.2
0.490 244612 25165 25567 25268 25069 257611 251.663.2
0.514 223612 25464 25165 24766 24168 27369 250.962.5
0.540 19467 23563 24364 23665 24566 24967 235.762.0
0.568 21666 22267 21969 228611 240613 221.163.6
0.598 222611 21866 22767 21269 222610 210612 218.863.4
0.616 21166 20065 20266 19768 21069 19768 202.662.7
0.636 19666 21064 21165 20166 20367 19268 204.262.3
0.664 21367 20764 21365 19867 20767 19167 206.462.2
0.684 20567 19066 20168 19267 181610 17469 192.463.0
0.717 20668 18565 20166 18667 17169 17369 188.462.7
0.751 19469 18167 19069 175610 20769 159612 186.063.6
0.768 19565 19166 17968 178613 187612 189.863.2
0.788 16667 18467 18369 174612 173613 173612 176.363.6
0.817 18069 18367 18569 163612 187614 178612 180.363.9
0.840 19468 18765 17866 17968 180610 182611 183.763.0
0.865 18168 180610 172612 179616 218621 181.164.9
0.895 18267 192610 164612 169615 195614 181.364.7
0.908 16968 16267 17469 169613 182612 167615 169.163.9
0.936 13767 16665 17167 160610 162613 168612 160.363.2
0.973 17168 17867 16169 157612 151613 171612 168.263.8
1.044 14569 16767 15569 164613 158615 151614 157.264.1
1.081 165610 14767 147610 148615 148617 147615 150.964.4
1.119 14768 15667 150610 143614 154616 163615 151.664.1
1.163 140612 144610 144613 145620 120622 135620 140.765.7
l-
d

nd

n
f

I5I r S KKr
D 2 Wr

2GGg

~W22Wr
2!21Wr

2G2 , ~3!

where

G5G r S qqr D
2l11S qr21X2

q21X2D l , ~4!

Gg5G r S KKr
D 2JgSKr

21X2

K21X2D Jg

, ~5!

andW is the c.m. energy;K andq are the momenta of the
photon and single-pion decay in the c.m. frame, and the s
fix r refers to the values at the resonance massWr ; Jg and l
are their angular momenta. The damping parameterX for
free protons was set equal to 0.35 GeV for all the resonan
except for theD resonance for which the valueX50.15 was
used.
uf-

ces

To take into account the nonresonant one-, two- and mu
tipion production, we also considered in the fit a backgroun
parametrization of the simple form:

sB5~a11a2k
21/2!~12e22~k2k0!! ~6!

which has the correct Regge energy asymptotic behavior a
include the pion photoproduction threshold energyk0 . The
valuesa1 anda2 were fixed by matching with the results of
high-energy data~k>2 GeV! @9# resulting for the proton
a 1
p591 mb, a 2

p571 mb GeV1/2. Therefore the fit function
was

F5(
r
I ~ I r ,Wr ,G r !1sB~a1 ,a2!. ~7!

In Fig. 7~a! it is shown the comparison between data o
proton and the fit, together with the single contributions o
the different resonances and background.
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FIG. 6. Total cross section for the six nuclei.
The error bar represents the statistical error. Th
band at the bottom of each plot represents th
systematic error.
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In order to extract the total cross section on free neutr
we performed a fit to the deuteron data@10,29#. In this fit we
used the same parametrization as for the proton plus an
ditional nonresonant photodisintegration cross section ba
ground which gives a non-negligible contribution mainly
the D-resonance region; this has been extracted from to
photodisintegration cross-section data and resulted wel
agreement with the theoretical prediction which include m
son exchange current with no isobar terms@34#. More details
about this nonresonant photodisintegration contribution w
appear in a forthcoming paper. The nonresonant pionic ba
ground parameter resulted for the deuterona 1

D5175 mb,
a 2
D5135mb GeV1/2 and were derived from high-energy dat

@10#. Moreover we assumedWr
n5Wr

p and G r
n5G r

p, while
the resonance couplingsI r , which in principle could be dif-
ferent, were derived from deuteron and proton resonance
rameters as follows:

I r
n5

I r
DG r

D2I r
pG r

p

G r
n . ~8!

Then the neutron cross section has been derived from
experimental deuteron and proton data:

sn5sd
Fp1Fn

FD 2sp. ~9!

This is shown in Fig. 7~b! together with the fit performed on
the neutron data.
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The resonance parametersWr , G r , and I r deduced from
the proton and deuteron fits andI r derived for the neutron are
shown in Table III.

Figure 8 shows the integrated strength values,G r I r , for
proton and neutron provided by our fit, together with th
values calculated by Armstronget al. for the proton@9# and
the ranges given by the Particle Data Group~PDG! @32#.
This comparison shows general good agreement between
values obtained from our fit and those given by the PDG a
point out the improvement respect to the Armstronget al.
results for resonances higher than theD resonance. More-
over, we found that theD- and D13-resonance excitation
strengths are approximately the same for the proton and
neutron, while theF15-resonance amplitude is strongly sup
pressed in the neutron in agreement with the quark mod
predictions for the electromagnetic coupling of the reso
nances. The remaining three resonances are less excited
less well defined. Their parameters are more dependent
the background parametrization but the values we found a
still consistent with the PDG values.

B. Nuclear medium effects

The resonance parameters obtained from the fits to t
free-nucleon data shown in Table III are a suitable input fo
the fit to the bound nucleon data. In order to extract info
mation about the resonance behavior in nuclei, we cons
ered the following processes.

~i! The quasideuteron process, which was parametriz
using the Levinger expression@33#:
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sQD5L
NZ

A
e2D/ksD , ~10!

wherek is the photon momentum,L is the Levinger factor,
D50.06 GeV is a damping factor, andsD is the nonresonant
photodisintegration cross section on the deuteron. Wit
this parametrization isobar degrees of freedom are inclu
in the Breit-Wigner term only.

~ii ! The Fermi motion, which produces a smearing of t
resonance peak by increasing its width and suppressing
maximum of a quantitySF depending on the Fermi energy o
the nucleus~eF520–40 MeV!. This approximation has been
shown to be valid in the description of nucleon resonances
nuclei where the peaks are hundreds of MeV broad, tha
about 1 order of magnitude bigger than the kinetic energ
of nucleons inside the nucleus@15#. This effect has found to
increase the resonance full widths in nuclei of about 1
15 %.

~iii ! The Pauli blocking, which arises because of the o
cupation by other nucleons of the momentum space be
the Fermi momentum, thus reducing the space phase a
able for the resonance decay products. This effect increa
the resonance lifetime and decreases its width of a quan
BP identified with the solid angle formed in the resonan
rest frame by the allowed nucleon directions@15#. For an
average density nucleus,BP is computed to be 0.77 for theD
resonance and about 0.90 for higher resonances.

FIG. 7. ~a! Total cross section measured on proton: open circ
@29# and triangles@9#. The solid line is the result of our fit; the
dotted lines are the resonant and nonresonant contributions.~b! The
same for the neutron; neutron data are derived with the proced
described in the text.
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It is to point out that the~ii ! and ~iii ! contributions par-
tially compensate for each resonance.

~iv! The propagation and interaction of the resonance
the nuclear medium which reduces the lifetime of the phot
produced resonance thus increasing its width. In analo
with theD-resonance propagation in nuclei, the medium e
fects on theN* -resonance propagation have been describ
by a phenomenological potential whose real and imagina
parts are related to the shift of the massdM and to the
broadeningdG of the resonance. Introducing an optica
pseudopotential for theN*N interaction,dM and dG are
proportional to the real and imaginary part of the forwar
N*N scattering amplitudef N*N(0) and to the density of the
nuclear mediumr0:

dM52
2p

M
Ref N*N~0!r0 , ~11!

dG5
4p

M
Imf N*N~0!r0 . ~12!

Using the optical theorem we deduced

dG5r0s* vg, ~13!

les

ure

FIG. 8. Product of the strength at the mass by the width for th
main six nucleon resonances. Circles and triangles are the val
we derived by fitting the proton@29,9#, and the neutron data
@29,10#, respectively; crosses are the values provided for the prot
by Armstronget al. @9# and vertical lines are the PDG ranges@32#.

TABLE III. Resonance massesWr , widthsG r , and strengthsI r
for proton (p), neutron (n) and deuteron (d) derived from the
hydrogen and deuterium data. Masses and widths for neutron h
been assumed equal to the proton ones.

Resonance

Wr ~MeV! G r ~MeV! I r ~mb!

p d p d p n d

P33(1232) 1230 1241 122 161 415 429 639
D13(1505) 1505 1502 100 134 133 128 195
F15(1680) 1671 1680 100 110 65 0 59
P11(1440) 1423 1413 66 81 47 25 59
F37(1950) 1954 1974 150 165 5 8 12
S11(1535) 1580 1570 50 73 27 49 52
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wherev is the propagation velocity,g is the Lorentz factor,
and s* is the total cross section of the resonance-nucle
interaction.

More details of these nuclear effects and their influen
on the resonances behavior in the nuclear medium, h
been described elsewhere@15#.

Taking into account the above-listed processes, each r
nance in the nuclear medium was parametrized by a t
width G and massM :

G5
G rBP1dG

SF
, ~14!

M5Wr1dM . ~15!

In the fits to the total cross sections on nuclei we us
Wr , G r , and I r obtained from the fit to the proton and neu
tron data, and the computed values forBP andSF , while dG
~or s* v! anddM were free parameters. In order to decrea
the total number of free parameters we assumeddM50 for
all the resonance except for theD resonance. This becaus
the D resonance in the nuclear medium is dominant a
much narrower than the other resonances and even a s
shift of its mass contributes very significantly to thex2 value.
Moreover, we used only twodG as free parameters: one fo
theD resonance and a common one for all other resonan
As our data cover the mass range 1.20,W,1.75 GeV, in
order to cover the wholeD-resonance energy region, we use
data available from previous experiments in the range 1
,W,1.20 GeV, so that the lower limit is the same as for t
proton and neutron data fit. Specifically, we used lithiu
data@34# for lithium, carbon data@35,36# for light nuclei, and
lead data@36# for heavy nuclei.

In the energy range explored it is expected that the p
tonuclear cross section changes smoothly with the ma
scopic nuclear parameters like the density or the mass n
ber. Moreover, as it will be discussed later, we fou
necessary to include in the model a reduction mechanism
the cross section in order to reproduce the data at hig
energies. Therefore, we first derived theDN andN*N cross
sections through an accurate comparison of the models to
data, and then studied the dependence on the nuclear de
In order to provide the better determination of these cr
sections, which are independent from nuclear parameters
used the ‘‘average nucleus’’ data as a typical nuclear pho
absorption data.

The results of the fit to the ‘‘average nucleus’’ total cro
sections are shown in Fig. 9 together with the separate re
nant, quasideuteron, and background contributions. The
description of the data was found fordMD53861 MeV and
s* vD53561 mb, for theD resonance ands* vN*5135
65 mb in average for the otherN* resonances. While the
s* vD value is in fair agreement with the one derived fro
theNN→DN processes, the value found for the other re
nances violate the unitarity limit which require
s* vN*<80 mb @15#.

To better investigate the broadening and the shift of re
nance structures we studied the ratio of the bound nucleo
free-nucleon cross sections which strongly depends on th
effects. In particular either a broadening or a shift produce
oscillating behavior of this ratio. Figure 10~a! shows the ratio
on
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between the measured ‘‘average nucleus’’ data and the fit
the free nucleon, together with the ratio computed with th
above-described model. Also shown are the prediction of t
model in the case of no shift for theD resonance (dMD50)
and no broadening (dGD5dGN*50) due to the resonance
interaction~Pauli blocking and Fermi motion only!: as it is
seen the propagation and interaction of resonances are re
needed to explain the data up to 1.2 GeV. Moreover, fro
the figure it results that the used resonance broadening le
to an antishadowing behavior at higher energies with a lar
overestimate of data above 2 GeV@37#.

The violation of the unitarity limit and the antishadowing
behavior can only be cured introducing an effective redu
tion of the cross section in the resonance region. Two pr
cesses have been suggested to justify this reduction:~i! the
existence of a dynamical mechanism which partially inhibit
the excitation of nucleon resonances in nuclei, causing a
duction ofI r in nuclei @17#; ~ii ! the onset of nuclear shadow-
ing @38#, which causes a reduction of the total cross sectio
It is worth pointing out that in the framework of this model
no resonance effects are considered.

Solid line of Fig. 10~b! shows how the inclusion of these
two effects makes it possible to cure the discrepancy wi
data at high energy. Moreover, in this case, the cross sect
DN remains almost unchanged, beings* vD53461 mb,
while the one for higher resonance is strongly reduced, r
sultings* vN*58064 mb, in reasonable agreement with the
unitarity limit.

Finally Fig. 11 shows how well the average values of ou
result on C and Pb in theF15-resonance energy region agree
with the low-energy prediction of a recent shadowing mode
@38#, while older and simpler shadowing models give ver
different evaluations of the shadowing threshold regio
around 1 and 2 GeV, mainly due to differentr meson cross-
section parametrization@19,20#. Shadowing effect is quanti-
tatively evaluated by the parameterAeff/A5sA/(Zsp1Nsn)
which represents the effective number of nucleons seen
the incoming probe.

FIG. 9. Total cross-section data: our data on the average nucle
~solid circles! are compared with previous data on C~open circles!
and Pb~open triangles! measured with a similar experimental tech-
nique @36#. Also shown are the phenomenological fit~thick line!
and the resonant and nonresonant separate contributions~thin lines!
of the P33 ~1! andD13 ~2! excitation, pionic background~3! and
quasideuteron background~4!.
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C. Nuclear density effect

As previously mentioned, nuclear medium effects a
generally expected to depend on nuclear parameters like
average nuclear densityr(A) or the mass numberA. To
check this expectation we fitted the total cross-section valu
obtained on different nuclei for each invariant massW with a
linear function of the nuclear densitysA(W)/A
5b(W)[11b(W)r(A)]. In the fits we assumed that the av
erage nuclear densities werer(A)53A/4pR3 with
R255^r 2&/3, ^r 2& being the rms electron-scattering radius o
the nucleus@41#.

In Fig. 12 are shown all the linear coefficient value
b(W), obtained from our data together with the ones o
tained from the data measured at higher energies on the s
nuclei @9#, except the lithium. As shown the qualitative en
ergy behavior for theb(W) parameter is very close to the
one obtained for the ratio of cross sections shown in Fig. 1
thus experimentally indicating that nuclear medium effe
really increases with the nuclear density, at least up to
D13-resonance region. In theF15-resonance region, where
the nonresonant background is large and where many re
nances overlap, no definite indication can be derived.

It is worth mentioning that we also fitted our data to
power lawsA(W)/A5a(W)Aa(W): the result for the energy
dependence of thea(W) parameter was very similar to the
one for theb(W) parameter but with a worse total reduce
x2 ~1.62 against 1.03 of the density fit!.

FIG. 10. ~a! Ratio between cross section on the average nucle
and that on a free nucleon: our data are indicated by solid circ
while Daresbury data@37# by open circles. The solid line is the
result of the phenomenological model described in the text wh
considers Fermi motion, Pauli blocking, and resonance propaga
and interaction; the dashed line is the result of the model w
dMD50 ~no D-resonance mass shift! while dotted line withdG50
~no resonance interaction!. ~b! The same as~a!: the solid line is the
phenomenological model with the inclusion of shadowing effe
and a partial damping of resonances.
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For a more quantitative evaluation, the same procedu
used to fit the average-nucleus cross-section data was
ployed to fit the data for the different nuclei, in order to
extractdMD , dGD , anddGN* for each nucleus. The results
obtained are plotted in Figs. 13~a! and 13~b! versus the
nuclear density: as it is seen a nice linear behavior is found
agreement with the prediction of the model@see Eqs.~11!
and ~12!#.

Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that, due to t
resonance propagation and interaction, in the photoabso
tion on nuclei theD-resonance mass increases with th
nuclear density up to few tenths of MeV, theD-resonance
width up to several tenths of MeV, while the average
N* -resonance width up to few hundreds of MeV.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have measured the total photoabsorption cross sec
for several nuclei in the energy range 300–1200 MeV, usi
the photohadronic technique with a 4p NaI detector to detect
hadronic events and a lead-glass counter to tag the elec
magnetic ones. From the comparison between the new
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FIG. 11. Shadowing effect measured for C~open symbols! and
Pb~solid symbols!. Our data~circles! are shown together with some
data available from literature: rhombs@37#, triangles @40# and
squares@39#. Lines are VMD different predictions: solid lines@38#,
dashed lines@20#, and dotted lines@19#; thin and thick lines are the
predictions for C and Pb, respectively.

FIG. 12. Linear coefficientb derived for each invariant massW
from our data on Li, C, Al, Cu, Sn, and Pb~solid circles! and from
Daresbury data on C, Al, Cu, Sn, and Pb~open circles!.
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sults for nuclei and previous data for the free nucleon, w
deduced several effects due to the nuclear medium.

~a! TheD-resonance mass and width increase almost l
early with the nuclear density. This means thatD-resonance

FIG. 13. ~a! Mass of theD-resonance extracted from our data o
nuclei ~solid circles! and from hydrogen and deuterium data~open
circles!. The hydrogen density is arbitrarily assumed equal to 0.~b!
Broadening due to interaction of theD-resonance~diamonds! and
the average value forN* resonances~triangles! extracted from our
data. Lines are linear fits in the nuclear density.
e

in-

photoexcitation, likeD-resonance hadron-excitation, has no
an ‘‘universal’’ nuclear behavior.

~b! Nuclear medium effects produce a larger broadeni
of the peak for higher nucleon resonances. This broaden
increases linearly with the nuclear density and can be e
plained in terms of a strong hadronic interaction in th
propagation of the photoproduced resonances.

~c! At present, no realistic information can be extracte
for the mass shifts of the higher resonances in nuclei. Bei
the nuclear medium effect large for the resonance widths
would be interesting to look at the possible mass variatio
for different resonances.

~d! The systematic reduction of the cross section in nuc
above 600 MeV seems to require a reduction of the eleme
tary coupling and this might be considered in terms of
partial depletion of higher nucleon resonance excitatio
strength and of the onset of the shadowing effect due to
low-mass component in the hadronic spectrum of the photo

Clearly, detailed microscopic theoretical treatments
higher nucleon resonances, like those developed for theD
resonance are urgently needed in order to describe the dat
a less phenomenological framework. Also new experimen
data are welcome to fill the existing gap between 1.2 and 1
GeV and give a more definitive answer on the threshold a
the rising of the shadowing effect.
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